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'IRANSPORT OF MATERIAL BY FLUIDS IN PIPES 

by 

A. R. Chamberlain, N. Yotsukura, s. s. Karaki and M. L. Albertson 

INTRODUCTION 

The transportation of sediment in pipelines is finding an 

ever increasing number of applications in our technology oriented 

society. Applications in the field of civil engineering include 

dredging and transporting materials for hydraulic fills. Fluid trans

port is also of importance in obtaining, transporting, and placing 

construction materials such as sand, gravel and cement. Designers of 

sewer systems or well-drilling operations profit from a knowledge of 

sediment transport in pipes. Mining engineers are interested in the 

fluid transport of ore as it is mined, the processed ore, and the 

tailings. Coal and gilsonite are transported through pipes. Thermal 

power generating firms are interested in the transport of. coal and 

ashes through pipes. Pneumatic conveyance of products such as whole 

grain, processed grain, and ensilage is almost an indispensable pro

cedure in agricultural feed handling. The chemical industry utilizes 

fluid transport through pipes to handle raw materials, materials in 

process, and finished products. The paper industry is very concerned 

with the fluid transport of pulp slurries. 

It is unfortunate, considering the many applications of fluid 

transport of sediment in pipes, that no unified theory has been developed 

to form a solid foundation for experimental and design worlc. The laclc 

of an adequate theory rests on the fact that inadequate knowledge is 



available on the flow mechanisms involved in these multi-phase systems. 

The chapters to follow, however, outline the present state of the 

fragmented knowledge currently available. 

The presentation is limited, in general, to the turbulent 

flow regime in pipes flowing full. Horizontal transport is emphasized. 

Only cursory mention is made ?f slug or plug flows, laminar flows and 

unusual materials. Fluidized beds are not considered herein. It does 

not seem possible, because of the paucity of information, to consider 

fluid transport in which the several phases undergo chemical reactions; 

or temporary or permanent coagulation. 

While all the literature is not included in these pages, it 

is hoped that a representative coverage is included, sufficient to 

lead one needing the information to more references. 
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